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Introduction

Transportation infrastructure fuels the engine for economic development. It opens new geographies to expanded 
commerce, and fluid transportation channels reduce the costs of residing or doing business in both emerging and 
established communities.

Today’s infrastructure initiatives are often intermodal, as emphasis 
shifts toward more mass- and shared-transportation options, 
including growing deployment of electric and natural gas vehicles 
in addition to light-rail systems. As an example, it is more and 
more common to have a journey made up of rail plus a ride share, 
and planning must take combinations into consideration to 
provide the most efficient solution. Localities are focusing on 
improvement of connections between planes, trains, and automobiles, and transportation is increasingly digital. 
Smart-city technologies are proliferating, enabling public sector entities to learn about traffic patterns, public 
transportation usage, and connections. As autonomous vehicles approach commercialization, this may change the 
needs of today’s existing infrastructure, built and maintained for the owner/driver. As such, the scale of new 
infrastructure projects frequently crosses geographic and modal jurisdictions, requiring many parallel tracks and 
layers of permitting and stakeholder engagement—driving even greater levels of complexity and risk.

To address perennial funding constraints and increase the economic viability of infrastructure projects while 
reducing or at least spreading the risk, governments around the world are welcoming—and even creating—new 
funding and management structures. Public-private partnerships (also known as PPP and P3s) for transportation 
project funding, ownership, and operation are increasingly common. They also, however, bring new levels of 
program management complexity as well as requirements for greater transparency.

Setting the stage for success 

A successful transportation infrastructure initiative requires planning and execution excellence from inception 
through end of life. Traditional manual processes and one-off siloed point solutions are simply not up to the 
challenge. Owners and partners require integrated insight and unprecedented control at every step of the process—
fueled by real-time and actionable information. Simply stated, it’s time to embrace new technology and best 
practices that can drive success in the era of the megaproject. 

Several defining characteristics—and technologies—distinguish the most successful organizations and projects 
from the pack.

Transportation Infrastructure: 

• More critical

• More complex
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Capital Planning Precision
 

When it comes to large transportation infrastructure initiatives that span multiple years and involve multiple entities 
and funding sources, public sector organizations must have the ability to adeptly leverage budget formation data in 
the capital planning process to capture, score, prioritize, select, and submit their most compelling business cases to 
investors.

Once projects have been selected, capital planning and management precision must follow, with top-performing 
organizations standardizing and automating processes to closely track and control the cost of major projects. 

Earned Value Management (EVM) often plays a key role in this process. With evolving standards increasing pressure 
to adopt stringent cost and earned-value standards, many organizations today recognize the need to incorporate 
comprehensive cost management and earned-value analysis capabilities into their project management systems. 
When done correctly and fully mature, EVM allows for multi-project portfolio performance measurement. 

The ability to monitor and visualize project performance versus 
plan and track progress from the task and project level up through 
the totality of large-scale capital programs is essential for large 
scale initiatives. Best practice calls for implementation of a single, 
secure platform for project information to create transparency, 
enable tight financial control, and streamline auditing and due 
diligence. This same platform should support broader 
collaboration and timely change management as business 
conditions and milestones shift. 

Best Practices: 

• Implement a single,  
secure platform

• Enable tight financial control

• Streamline auditing

Leading organizations implement capital planning and budget control solutions that guide them through 
streamlined submission processes and provide critical insight throughout the life of the construction project. 
These solutions support:

• Selection of the best projects and funding models by completing a risk-adjusted, multi-year cost-
benefit analysis for multiple alternatives

• The ability to monitor milestone plans, budget dollars, and supporting contracts at the project level 
and then aggregate to the investment level for analysis and reporting 

• Quickly identifying problem areas and potential risks and implementing a corrective action plan by 
maintaining a risk assessment in all key investment areas 

• Conducting rapid comparisons of past to current data to quickly review previously submitted 
information
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John Wayne Airport, a 
commercial service airport in 
Orange County, California, 
has adopted capital planning 
and management best 
practices as demonstrated 
through a seven-year 
US$543 million airport 

improvement program. The project came in on time and millions 
of dollars under budget with careful planning, management, and 
controls supported by Oracle Construction and Engineering’s 
enterprise project management solutions.

The airport created a single system of record that enabled project 
transparency, and provided concrete, timely, and accurate data for robust budget management and control of 
capital projects. It also gained the ability to retrieve project and budget information for audits in days versus weeks 
or months, ensuring timely reporting, meeting audit requirements with ease, and giving project managers more 
time to focus on proactive analysis and primary responsibilities. 

Critical to remaining on track over the multi-year initiative, the Oracle solutions, Oracle's Primavera Unifier and 
Oracle's Primavera P6 Enterprise Project Portfolio Management, enabled the airport to achieve insight into 
forecasted versus actual costs and schedules and promoted collaboration between all contractors involved in the 
airport improvement program. Additionally, the airport was able to integrate Oracle's Primavera P6 EPPM with its 
building information modeling (BIM) system. As a result, project management staff could proactively look for trends 
and indicators, such as impending delays or opportunities for greater efficiency and collaboration. 

Collaborative Culture

In transportation projects, there can be dozens of stakeholders—owners, governments at multiple levels, and 
increasingly, private enterprises—to say nothing of scores of architects, engineers, and contractors. All must 
collaborate seamlessly from design and planning through construction and handoff to operations. Visibility is key at 
every step. 

Successful management in complex project and program 
environments starts with implementing a standard project 
approach and common vocabulary, as well as ensuring that all 
relevant stakeholders participate in the project workflow, with 
standard construction contract forms and a neutral platform to 
improve predictable behavior from all stakeholders. A true neutral 
project and program management system creates an open and 
level playing field that encourages and rewards participation by all 
parties. As engineering and construction projects continue to 
grow in scope and complexity, so does the need for greater 
collaboration among members of the stakeholder ecosystem. 

Results: 

• Completed project under 
budget by millions of dollars

• Retrieved information for 
audits in days vs. weeks or 
months

• Enabled employees to 
anticipate delays

• Identified opportunities for 
efficiency

Best Practices: 

• Implement a standard project 
approach and common 
vocabulary

• Ensure stakeholders participate 
in project workflows

• Create an open and level 
playing field for all parties

https://www.oracle.com/customers/john-wayne-1-primaver.html
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For the San Francisco International Airport (SFO) Terminal One project, Austin Commercial proved that 
collaboration is in its DNA. The project spans multiple project phases and involves 116 different organizations, with 
transitions requiring efficient change management. Embracing the full suite of Oracle Construction and Engineering 
solutions—on the Austin and owner side alike—affords all parties project-wide collaboration across all information 
and processes, including workflow management. 

Transparent document tracking 
provides search and reporting for full 
accountability and a complete audit trail. 
With 75% less time spent tracking and 
reporting requests for information (RFIs) 
and submittals and a 66% reduction in 
document control hours needed to 
manage communication between 

venture partners, the project requires just one project document 
controller instead of three. This saves approximately $100,000 in 
annual staffing costs. The group also eliminated bottlenecks for 
2,000 RFIs and significantly reduced turnaround time while providing a full history of all RFIs from initiation to 
close-out. In addition, the solutions enable efficient BIM model sharing and management with project participants 
from design through operations.

When it comes to easing freeway congestion in Southern California, Parsons takes a similar approach to 
collaboration, supported by Oracle Aconex. When spearheading a six-year design‐build project that will improve 16 
miles of I‐405 between the SR‐73 freeway in Costa Mesa and I‐605 near the LA County line, the firm needed a 
proven solution to manage the 1,000 reviewers across 30 organizations and 100 utility relocations.

Parsons has used Oracle 
Aconex around the world 
for many years and 
understands its power to 

support collaboration across organizations, thereby mitigating 
risk. Using the Oracle solution on the US$1.9 billion freeway 
improvement initiative, Parsons' process automation helped meet 
the 15-day contractual obligation for submittal reviews, increase 
the predictability, consistency, and timeliness of review cycles, and 
reduce changes and rework with all players collaborating on one 
system. The project benefitted from Parsons' ability to identify and 
resolve items earlier in the project, at the 60% review instead of 
the 90% review. They were also able to reduce document control 
resources needed over the six-year project life.

Results: 

• 75% less time tracking and 
reporting RFIs

• 66% reduction in document 
control hours

• $100,000 saved in annual 
staffing costs

Results: 

• Accelerated submittal reviews, 
often coming in under the 
15-day contractual obligation

• Reduced document control 
resources

• Increased predictability, 
consistency, and timeliness of 
review cycles
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Extensive Use of BIM 

BIM is critical to effective handover and lifecycle of operations—especially in transportation, where assets last 
decades. Effective and comprehensive model management, however, can be challenging due to limited 
collaboration, a reliance on multiple applications, and missing integrations—all of which increase complexity and 
the risk of errors.

Optimizing BIM requires operating it in a true common data environment (CDE) which connects teams, models, and 
all project data in one neutral and secure platform. A CDE helps facilitate end-to-end process management on the 
one platform, ensuring a single source of truth and audit trail. It also needs to extend beyond the design team to the 
entire project team. Teams can then contribute to the model and make faster, more informed decisions, improving 
efficiency and quality. Linking the BIM to all associated information and communication project-wide also improves 
visibility and speeds processes. In turn, BIM can provide a single source of truth and a complete audit trail 
throughout the project, including handover and operations.

TAV Construction, an international firm that specializes in airport construction, uses a 
centralized system and BIM to capture information and manage data and designs, 
providing 10-20 times more detail for handover. Operations and maintenance—by far 
the longest phase of any project—is the ultimate beneficiary.

Airports’ centralized technical operations centers inspired TAV to use Oracle Aconex—amongst other collaborative 
systems—to centrally manage its projects and support the group’s BIM objectives.

The amount of detail TAV provides to operations is orders of magnitude greater than before 
because it follows five best practices consistently: 

• Organize data leveraging BIM

• Develop a digital SWAT team to manage the handover

• Set up flexible data structures—keeping in mind a designer can interpret the same data 
differently than a contractor or an operator

• Establish processes to ensure data is up-to-date and usable

• Integrate BIM with a geographic information system to provide context for the models

TAV continues to iterate on its use of Oracle Aconex to support its BIM initiatives.

“BIM was the perfect tool to combine all the data, with a centralized system 
supporting complete data capture.”

- Ahmet Citipitioglu, Ph.D., P.E., Director of Engineering and Design at TAV Construction
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Electronic Payments

It is an understatement to say that the process of managing 
payments for large transportation infrastructure projects can be 
incredibly costly and time consuming. It also involves significant 
risk. Late payments can expose public contracting organizations 
to steep penalties and damage relationships with vital trades. Yet, 
payment processes remain largely manual and paper-laden.

Strategically-thinking construction/engineering firms keep their 
supply chains together for future projects by ensuring that 
submission, verification, and payment of invoices is fluid, timely, 
and penalty-free. Collaborative electronic payment management 
systems are essential to mega-projects and offer several critical advantages:

• Cost and time savings from more efficient, automated processes 

• Ability to scale processes to support business growth 

• Working capital improvements from shortened draw cycles 

• Risk mitigation due to process automation and standardization 

Just as all construction must be driven by a central set of plans, subcontractor payment management activities are 
best performed using a single, shared, and centralized data set. Cloud technology makes this possible. 

Collaborative payment management in the cloud provides numerous advantages, including: 

• Centralized storage of data that can be accessed via the cloud 

• Document and information version control—the single version of the truth 

• Ability to create online workflows that enforce review and approval paths 

• Greater transparency of data and activities 

In a shared, cloud-based system, all payment stakeholders can work from the same information, eliminating 
redundant effort, minimizing errors, and simplifying and speeding the resolution of issues. There also is an 
opportunity to improve visibility and communication, both internally and externally, to help reduce delays and 
disputes, bolstering relationships between project partners. Improved transparency benefits all payment 
stakeholders by providing confidence.

Construction Payments Pain 
Points: 

• Manual and paper-laden 
payment processes

• Lack of transparency among 
stakeholders

• Decentralized data sets
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Austin Commercial, one of the largest U.S. 
builders, was growing rapidly and needed a 
scalable solution to streamline and 
automate its time-consuming manual 
subcontractor invoicing and payment 
processes, including to support the 
Terminal One project at SFO. The company 
faced challenges that included reliance on 

inefficient manual processes for approval and payment. By fully 
implementing Oracle Textura Payment Management Cloud 
Service across its operations, Austin accelerated contractor 
submission and payment authorization, yielding time and cost 
savings and enabling the financial and analytics reporting it 
needed. 

Before Oracle Textura Payment Management, Austin had three individuals managing pay applications manually on 
their US$800 million SFO project. With the system, the process requires less than a full-time employee equivalent, 
and the average time to process pay applications dropped from four-to-five days to only two. In addition, the 
system supports two-day turnaround on payment application processing. Previously, it took five or more days for 
checks to be cut, sent, and deposited. Accelerating this process helped Austin improve vendor relationships. 
Further, the Oracle Textura Payment Management system enables centralized tracking of compliance status and 
lien releases, streamlining processes and improving payment outcomes for Austin and its subcontractors. 

Insight and Reporting

Information—timely, visible, valuable information—is the lifeblood of successful complex construction projects. 
Every contractor, project manager, owner, and stakeholder needs transparency and intelligence, from single 
transactions to the highest level of analysis for the board room—to align projects with developer plans, city 
investment plans, skills development, and economic development.  

Modern, highly available, and secure cloud platforms offer the 
vessels to move critical information to people who need it in real 
time, leveraging data analytics and visualization to monitor 
project performance versus plan and present key insights that 
drive and support intelligent, proactive change.

Qatar Rail had the mandate to design 
and develop the country’s rail 
network, then manage, operate, and 
maintain it. They needed a central 
platform to bring all organizations 
together, providing visibility, tracking, 
and reporting. Using Oracle Aconex, even the most complex reviews are being 
completed in less than 10 days, and the organization cut the proportion of overdue 

Results: 

• Reduced number of employees 
managing pay applications 
from three to less than one

• Cut time to process pay 
applications by two to three 
days, on average

• Accelerated payment 
application processing by more 
than three days

Key Insights: 

• Transparency and intelligence 
enable alignment across 
project areas 

• Cloud platforms enable 
movement of critical 
information and leverage 
analytics to drive change
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reviews in half to 9% or less. Cross-organizational collaboration 
improved, reducing response time by 80%, from 30 days to five, 
and the move away from hard copy reviews greatly decreased 
paper, printing, and handling costs.

Parsons was facing similar complexity with its I-405 freeway 
project in Southern California—and needed a solution that 
provided complete visibility and reporting capability. Oracle 
Aconex reduced review cycles, automated utility tracking, and 
eliminated the need for five document controllers over the 
project life.  

Conclusion: Technology Brings It Together 

Today’s transportation infrastructure projects are immensely complex. They span multiple jurisdictions and 
transportation modalities, extend for several years, and increasingly involve complicated P3 finance models. The 
direct costs—and long-term opportunity costs—are enormous, hence the extreme risk involved for all parties. 
Traditional project management methods no longer suffice for these megaprojects. To succeed, organizations must 
embrace modern tools and new practices that enable the levels of transparency, accountability, compliance, and 
collaboration necessary for the success of these life-changing initiatives—from construction to asset retirement. 
These same modern solutions enable the most forward-looking organizations to continually improve and build on 
their success—ultimately making life better for individuals and communities around the globe. 

To begin your journey, visit oracle.com/construction-and-engineering.

Results: 

• Completed reviews in fewer 
than 10 days

• Reduced overdue reviews 
by 50%

• Cut response time by 80%

https://www.oracle.com/industries/construction-engineering/
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